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Cultivating collaboration 
at Stitch Fix

Company overview

About

Stitch Fix blends the human element of personal styling with 

proprietary algorithms and a stylish product to make shopping 

fun and effortless

Industry 

Apparel, fashion and tech

Company size

5,000 employees

Fun fact

Stitch Fix employs 3,700 stylists

stylist headcount 
increase in 1.5 years

days source-to-
close (from 60)

more referrals 
per month

Results

450%

30

25%



Stitch Fix’s challenges

Stitch Fix’s hiring cadence demanded a recruiting platform to seamlessly manage 

high-volume recruiting and allow hiring teams to collaborate. Stitch Fix partnered 

with Greenhouse to create a scalable, data-driven and transparent recruiting 

process. They wanted to:

• Eliminate inconsistent and administrative recruiting practices

• Reduce instances of referrals being lost in the shuffle

• Gather reliable data to focus on areas driving the greatest impact

• Incorporate automation and standardization in bulk hiring

• Define areas of ownership between hiring managers, recruiters and 

interviewers

Greenhouse’s solutions

Stitch Fix empowered hiring teams to use Greenhouse to optimize recruiting 

processes. Using automation and collaboration features to manage high-volume 

recruiting, hiring managers saw significant improvements and were more engaged 

in the partnership with the recruiting team. They were now able to:

• Utilize bulk functionality to reduce manual work streams

• Standardize interview tools to ensure consistency and calibration across 

regions

• Increase transparency and accountability through the candidate activity feed

• Capture, track and engage employee referrals effectively

• Leverage predictive analytics to determine volume and timeline needed to 

meet hiring goals

Greenhouse enables us to foster deeper partnerships with our hiring 
managers by allowing us to create transparent and streamlined 
processes, consolidated into one easy-to-use platform. Cross-
functional collaboration and interviewer capabilities have greatly 
improved, allowing us to make clear, confident and culture-driven 
hiring decisions.” 

Lindsay Varney
Director of Talent
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